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DATA CENTRE UPDATE

AMSTERDAM
AUTUMN 2021
Key Indicators
Under Construction

24 MW
Vacancy

9%

Market Overview
With little movement reported since our last report, Spring 2021, on the lifting of the local moratorium, only
small phase expansion in existing assets has continued by familiar operators: Global Switch, Switch
Datacentres, Digital Realty, and Iron Mountain. This ensures that at least some capacity is coming online
throughout the next year. Vacancy has continued to tighten, having now dropped to single digits with little
large-scale space available in any single facility. As covered on the next page, the lack of Amsterdam
opportunities has continued to spark regional interest, suggesting sporadic growth continuing throughout
smaller cities with available land and power. Peering and connectivity opportunities show the local market at
its best, with a robust internet exchange and further network capacity added for long-haul fibre routes across
Europe. Expect further investment in the optimization of the Amsterdam market in coming months, with
continued industry hopes pinned on a loosening of the development hold.

Ecosystem Developments
•

AMS-IX expanded the local range at mid-year, adding points-of-presence (PoPs) in Greenhouse Data
Centres in Naaldwijk and SmartDC in Rotterdam, providing further access to the key internet exchange.
AMS-IX is one of the busiest exchanges across the world, providing peering opportunities and allowing for
dense connectivity across platforms.

•

Interxion has signed a letter of intent with local utility Polderwarmte to provide residual heat to business
parks near by the AMS5 data centre. RichPort and Starpark will be the first beneficiaries of this heat from
the Digital Realty-owned operator, with the goal of saving an initial 2,500 tons of CO2.

•

DigitalOcean added access to MongoDB at mid-year, with Amsterdam joining Frankfurt and New York as
markets offering this new service. The new access will allow for quicker and stronger database deployments
across the DigitalOcean platform.

•

Zayo has announced a new cable coming online in 2022, linking Lowestoft in the UK to Zandvoort close to
Amsterdam. To be called Zeus, the cable will add speeds of up to 4,000 Tbps netween the two countries.
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•

Zeus follows on the recently completed Scylla cable by euNetworks, linking Lowestoft to Ijmuiden, just
north of Zandvoort on the coast. This new cable was the first in two decades between the two countries,
with backhaul terrestrial fibre linking the new system to Amsterdam and London.
• Zenlayer added several new cloud networking routes at mid-year, with a new local option linking
Amsterdam to Moscow. The cloud services provider continues to add data centres and connectivity
worldwide, now operating out of 180 locations.
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Ecosystem Developments
•

Canadian infrastructure provider AMPD has embarked on an international expansion,
with Amsterdam, Los Angeles, and Vancouver the initial beneficiaries of the AMPD Pod
high-performance computing deployments. The company is targeting those requiring
considerable compute for content creation and artificial intelligence (AI) work.

•

AtlasEdge has continued their recent pan-European expansion, assuming control of 12
facilities in 11 markets in a deal with Colt Data Centres. Colt plans to focus on
hyperscale from now on, and elected to exit these smaller locations in Amsterdam,
London, Paris, and a variety of secondary cities.

Connectivity options abound in
Amsterdam, with further investment
in connectivity-related growth and in
regional capacity due to the lack of
opportunity for local development.

Outside Amsterdam
The data centre market in regional areas of the Netherlands has enjoyed continued
investment in recent months, as investors and hyperscalers alike search for methods of
deploying capital throughout the country. Google acquired a 12-hectare site at mid-year in
Winschoten, suggesting a third major campus is coming now that facilities in Eemshaven
and Middenmeer have been constructed. The cloud giant has cited local clients such as
online travel firm,Travix, and financial analytics company, Owlin, as examples of those
benefiting from Google services. The €8.7 billion buyout of American REIT QTS by
Blackstone had a regional component, with data centres in Groningen and Eemshaven
included in the deal. Last filings prior to the acquisition indicate that the two buildings were
collectively 82% leased, with 25 MW available between them. International investors have
also found individual acquisitions interesting, with the Singaporean Keppel Data Centre
REIT purchasing a campus in Eindhoven from Marathon Asset Management for €37.2
million, the third data centre buy for the investment group after facilities in Amsterdam and
Almere. Further interest regionally will likely continue in coming months due to the fewer
limitations on deployments in these areas.

Construction Update
OPERATOR

LOCATION

SIZE (SQM)

POWER (MW)

STAGE / EST. DELIVERY

Global Switch

Amsterdam East
AMS4 Phase 1
AMS4 Phase 2
Amsterdam (2 buildings)
AMS-1 Phase 4

32,000
7,000 (est)
15,000 (est)
8,800
6,271

6
7
18
6.4
5

Under Construction / Q4 2021
Under Construction / Q4 2021
In Planning / Q4 2022
Under Construction / Q4 2022
Under Construction / Q4 2022

Switch Datacentres
Digital Realty
Iron Mountain
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AUTUMN 2021
Key Indicators
Under Construction

201 MW
Vacancy

2%

Market Overview
The extreme tightness in the Dublin market has led to a plethora of new applications for development; while 200 MW
is currently under construction, over 600 MW is now under serious planning, mainly for hyperscale development in
and around the city. Planning applications have led to further political pressure, with the dreaded word
"moratorium" surfacing in the Dail after a recent petition over concerns regarding grid sustainability and overall
environmental impact. A group known as Cloud Infrastructure Ireland has formed in response, and includes members
such as Amazon and Google. Their primary objective is continued data centre industry expansion throughout the
country; stating that members would be willing to pay for certain grid improvements that assist with power
generation, as required. The continued political winds will likely blow forward throughout 2022, though negotiations
are needed on all sides to assure grid stability, economic benefits, and sustainable solutions for the local industry.

Ecosystem Developments
•
•

DAMAC Group has taken a 45% stake in local developer Dataplex, totaling €85.8 million. Dataplex is in planning
on a local project in Abbotstown that will span 70 MW at full completion.
Microsoft announced three new peering locations for Azure ExpressRoute, with Dublin joining Sao Paulo and
Campinas in Brazil as cities to receive this new connectivity option. The cloud giant remains in planning on a new
data centre at Grange Castle locally.
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OPERATOR

LOCATION

SIZE (SQM)

POWER (MW)

STAGE / EST. DELIVERY

Digital Realty

Dublin
DUB15
DUB16

6
20 (est)
20 (est)

Under Construction / Q4 2021
In Planning
In Planning

Echelon

DUB10
DUB20
DUB40
DUB30

8,733
15,865
16,712
60,758
45,000
6,660
22,210

3
20
20
20

Under Construction / Q1 2022
Under Construction / Q2 2022
Under Construction / Q4 2022
In Planning / Q2 2023

DB5x-1
DB8
DUB 2-3
DUB 4-5
DUB 6
Clonee
Grange Castle
South Dublin

9,000
9,601
30,000 (est)
30,000 (est)
8,000 (est)
64,000
56,246
12,797

19
20 (est)
30.72
30.72
8
72 (est)
70 (est)
20 (est)

Under Construction / Q2 2022
In Planning
Under Construction / Q4 2022
Under Construction / Q4 2023
In Planning
Under Construction
In Planning
In Planning

Profile Park

40,589

60 (est)

In Planning

Tallaght
Clonshaugh
Bracetown
Abbotstown
Huntstown

23,283
47,752
92,100
70,000 (est)
75,294

30 (est)
50 (est)
180
70
80 (est)

In Planning
In Planning
In Planning
In Planning
In Planning

Equinix
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EngineNode
Dataplex
Energia Group

Facebook
Microsoft
EdgeConneX
Vantage Data
Centers
Amazon
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FRANKFURT
AUTUMN 2021
Key Indicators
Under Construction

140 MW
Vacancy

5%

Market Overview
Despite continued concerns over potential land and power constraints, Frankfurt has enjoyed a strong second
half of 2021, with a robust construction pipeline over the next two years and vacancy dropping to just 5% (in
line with some of the tightest primary markets worldwide). Hyperscale remains a key focus, with many of the
new phases underway pre-leased to the largest global tenants such as Google, Amazon, or Microsoft. Digital
Realty leads the pack, picking up where Interxion left off with nearly 42 MW coming online over the next few
months, and Iron Mountain and maincubes working on 27 and 20 MW new builds, respectively. Iron Mountain
decided to pursue a more aggressive expansion in September, acquiring the original maincubes data centre
from Keppel Data Centre REIT for €76 million, providing the global storage company with another option for
future use. Investors remain interested in operational assets locally, albeit with few available for outright
acquisition, and the local market remains the hub of the domestic market even as Berlin and other cities grow
in appeal for large deployments. Expect continued strength moving into 2022, with further phased deployment
and continued increases in network and cloud services options.

Ecosystem Developments
•
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Worldstream has launched their first data centre in Germany, with the Dutch Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS) provider opening at the maincubes FRA01 facility. Worldstream appreciated the energy efficiency,
dense connectivity, on proximity to the DE-CIX internet exchange all on offer.
• Google signed an agreement with utility ENGIE in the summertime, with the cloud compute giant to be
provided with 140 MW of renewable energy to power data centres across Germany. Google is bringing
online considerable capacity across the country, including the new NDC-Garbe project locally.
• G-Core Labs opened their first location in Germany in Frankfurt, with the global cloud service offering their
full suite of artificial intelligence (AI), database, and security options from this new point-of-presence (PoP).
G-Core partnered with Intel on the new deployment, utilizing Intel processors and encryption technology.
• Leaseweb is now offering their Cloud Connect service from their FRA-10 data centre in Frankfurt, offering
fast access to AWS and Google Cloud via their partnership with Megaport. Frankfurt joins Amsterdam,
Northern Virginia, and Singapore in the Leaseweb portfolio providing this access.
• DigitalOcean added access to MongoDB as mid-year, with Frankfurt joining Amsterdam and New York as
markets offering this new service. The new access will allow for quicker and more robust database
deployments across the DigitalOcean platform.
• Telehouse has signed an innovative agreement to re-use waste heat from their local campus, providing a
new 1,300-unit complex of flats adjacent to their property with warmth over 15 years. Constructed by Instone
and with the heating system designed by Mainova, the flats will be 60% warmed by waste heat. Telehouse is
also under construction on a new phase of the local campus.
• Zenlayer added several new cloud networking routes at mid-year, with new local options linking Frankfurt to
Singapore, Moscow, and Dubai. The cloud services provider continues to add data centres and connectivity
worldwide, now operating out of 180 locations.
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Waste Heat Becomes a Misnomer
As data centre operators try ever harder to derive efficiencies throughout the built environment, one byproduct
of operations remains largely consistent: servers generate immense amounts of heat! While technical
advances such as immersion cooling and techniques such as managing airflow can work to displace some of
this heat in the data centre, the question remains on how to better utilise this excess energy. In colder climates,
the increasingly obvious answer is to use this heat to warm the communities near the data centre, thus saving
the surrounding homes considerable energy costs and saving the environment additional costs from the further
generation of power for heat. Several pilot projects are either underway or under construction, particularly
throughout Scandinavia, the Netherlands, and as mentioned elsewhere in this report, locally in Frankfurt. While
there are additional costs involved in these sorts of systems, the recent focus on sustainability reopened this
focus of late, particularly as energy prices for traditional fossil fuels have increased to provide further impetus.
As a simplified explanation, a common form of execution involves directing heat exhaust from servers to water
utilized in the data centre, after which a heat pump reroutes this warmed liquid into the municipal heating
supply. Local utilities are often equipped to manage this relationship, particularly if such heat lowers generating
costs in wintertime. With many of these organizations either fully or partially publicly-owned, perhaps it would
behoove local government to incentivize data centre operators to install these systems over time; an idea for
public-private cooperation to the benefit of residents and the environment.

Frankfurt has expanded to a
500 MW market, with
continued healthy
development for hyperscale
deployments and major
operators keen on expansion.

Construction Update
OPERATOR

LOCATION

SIZE (SQM)

POWER (MW)

STAGE / EST. DELIVERY

Iron Mountain
NDC-Garbe

FRA-1 Phase I-II
Hanau
FR11x Phase I
FR5 Phase 5
Frankfurt (8 buildings)
Frankfurt 1
Frankfurt IV
FRA02
Frankfurt

40,000
10,000
5,000 (est)
1,338
134,938
4,300
11,334
7,500
3,000 (est)

27
10 (est)
10
3 (est)
41.96
7.3
17
20
3.6

Under Construction / Q4 2021- Q3 2022
Under Construction / Q1 2022
Under Construction / Q2 2022
Under Construction / Q1 2023
Under Construction / Q2 2022
Under Construction / Q2 2022
Under Construction / Q4 2022
Under Construction / Q3 2023
Under Construction / Q4 2023

Equinix
Digital Realty
NTT
CyrusOne
maincubes
Telehouse

Recent Property Sales
PROPERTY

SIZE (SQM)

SALE DATE

SALE PRICE

BUYER

SELLER

Goethering 29,
Offenbach am Main

11,780

Sep-21

€76,000,000

Iron Mountain

Keppel DC REIT
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LONDON
AUTUMN 2021
Market Overview
Key Indicators
Under Construction

423 MW
Vacancy

9%

Despite the record under-construction numbers occurring across London, vacancy has now tightened to
single digits as foreshadowed in our Sprin 2021 report and capacity simply cannot complete fast enough. As
often the case among the most in-demand local markets, remaining capacity is scattered across London in
tiny increments, with hyperscale deployments instead needing to pre-lease new phases under construction.
Ark Data Centres remains under construction on three campuses, Global Technical Realty is underway on
their initial UK build, with Yondr, Telehouse, Virtus, Echelon, CyrusOne and Equinix all in the mix with further
capacity arriving soon. The current tally of 423 MW under construction even surpasses our most recent
review of traditional large United States hubs such as Northern Virginia or Silicon Valley, and London projects
to grow to one gigawatt market by the end of 2022. While land and power may not be termed plentiful, both at
least remain available in comparison to other global primary locations, and with zero contemplation of any
stoppage to data centre construction locally London will remain a primary hub for large-scale deployments,
even without European Union membership.
Investment remains of interest locally, both at the corporate level and for individual assets. UBS recently
acquired the Datum campus and operations in Farnborough from previous backer Darwin Private Equity, with
this new funding planned for expansion on-site, with access to 6 MW of power. Further corporate investment
is reviewed below, with the overall outlook for London looking exceptionally bright over the next two years.
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•
•

Digital Realty-owned Interxion completed a 68-mile-long dark fibre cable linking eight of their local data
centres at mid-year, adding faster connectivity options for local occupiers. The greater organization has 15
facilities across the greater London area.
Epsilon Global Communications has changed ownership, with the once London- and now Singaporebased connectivity provider now controlled by a partnership between KT Group and Daishin Private Equity,
who collectively paid £108 million. Epsilon operates a data centre locally at Telephone House on Paul
Street.
Kao Data transitioned backup generators at their Harlow campus to run on hydrotreated vegetable oil,
which will produce a fraction of the carbon dioxide as standard diesel-powered generators. The company
has now eliminated the use of fossil fuels in operations. New Zealand-based infrastructure fund Infratil
recently took a 40% stake in Kao, joining the ownership group at a value quoted between £120-130
million.
AtlasEdge has continued their recent pan-European expansion, assuming control of 12 facilities in 11
markets in a deal with Colt Data Centres. Colt plans to focus on hyperscale from now on, and elected to
exit these smaller locations in London, Amsterdam, Paris, and a variety of secondary cities.
euNetworks has completed a fibre network linking London and Amsterdam, using the new Scylla
undersea cable to link Lowestoft in the UK and Ijmuiden in the Netherlands with terrestrial fibre thereafter.
Scylla is the first new undersea cable to connect the two countries in over twenty years.
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A record level of development is underway across London, with ever-larger
phases completing to chase hyperscale tenants through 2023.
Construction Update
OPERATOR
CyrusOne
Netwise
Echelon Data Centres
NTT
Equinix
Virtus
Telehouse
Custodian Data Centres
Iron Mountain
Ark Data Centres
Global Technical Realty
Yondr
Columbia Threadneedle
Stratus Cromwell
EdgeCore

LOCATION

SIZE (SQM)

POWER (MW)

STAGE / EST. DELIVERY

London I
London IV
London V
London East
LCY 10
LCY 20
Hemel Hempstead 4
LD8 Phase 4
LD7 Phase 2
LD11x Phase 2
London 8
London 11
Docklands
DA2
LON-2
Union Park
Longcross Park
Alliance Park
Slough
Slough
Langley
London
Bracknell

743
17,280
12,077
1,208
12,000
9,000
9,600
1,533
6,341
4,955
19,000
5,500
31,000
2,500
25,000
56,000
35,768
27,871
16,125
41,312
93,000
90,000 (est)
8,692

3
6
16.5
1.5
20
30
24
3
9.1
9
18
13
30
10
9
75
30
45
40.5
30
100 (est)
100
20

Under Construction / Q4 2021
Under Construction / Q2 2022
Under Construction / Q3 2023
Under Construction / Q4 2021
Under Construction / Q4 2021
Under Construction / Q4 2022
Under Construction / Q4 2021
Under Construction / Q1 2022
Under Construction / Q2 2022
Under Construction / Q3 2022
Under Construction / Q1 2022
Under Construction / Q4 2022
Under Construction / Q1 2022
Under Construction / Q2 2022
Under Construction / Q4 2022
Under Construction / Q4 2022
Under Construction / Q4 2023
Under Construction / Q4 2023
Under Construction / Q4 2022
Under Construction / Q1 2023
In Planning
In Planning
In Planning

Recent Property Sales
PROPERTY

SIZE (SQM)

SALE DATE

SALE PRICE

BUYER

SELLER

Datum- Old Ively Rd,
Farnborough

3,716

Sep-21

£20,000,000 (est)

UBS

Darwin Private Equity
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PARIS
AUTUMN 2021
Key Indicators
Under Construction

55 MW
Vacancy

5%

Market Overview
With little capacity left to take at just 5% vacancy locally, Equinix, Digital Realty, and Telehouse are all under
construction on new buildings or phases, though the real tale are the projects working through the planning cycle.
The Digital Realty-owned Interxion has submitted plans in Les Ulis for a 130 MW campus, DATA4 is looking to
construct a 100 MW campus expansion, and CloudHQ has recently submitted plans for a two-building hyperscale
build in Lisses, for a total of nearly 400 possible MW coming online over the next decade. Long considered as a
potential hub for hyperscale construction, Paris could potentially more than double in size as a data centre area.
The Government of France has looked to support further research and development of new technologies (including
cloud services), recently announcing a €1.8 billion investment plan to assist in creating national and regional
champions. The funding comes from a variety of sources, including federal taxes and European Union funding along
with a mix of capital from the private sector. In sum, a very strong several months for the Parisian data centre
market, with further successes ahead as projects begin development.

Ecosystem Developments
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•

NetActuate has expanded their Paris data centre, with the managed services provider adding capacity for virtual
machines, bare metal servers, colocation, and bandwidth locally. At the time of launch the company emphasized
the peering opportunities available thanks to access to both France IX and Equinix IX.

•

OVHcloud listed on the Euronext Paris exchange in October, raising €350 million with plans to use this capital
for further geographic expansion including construction of data centres. OVH stands apart as one of the few truly
international cloud services providers headquartered in Europe.

•

Oracle announced 14 new Cloud regions coming online throughout 2022, with Paris on the list after the recent
opening of a new region in Marseille. The expansion will provide Oracle with 44 global cloud regions by the end
of the year.

•

AtlasEdge has continued their recent pan-European expansion, assuming control of 12 facilities in 11 markets in
a deal with Colt Data Centres. Colt plans to focus on hyperscale from now on, and elected to exit these smaller
locations in Paris, London, Amsterdam, and a variety of secondary cities.

Construction Update
OPERATOR

LOCATION

SIZE (SQM)

POWER (MW)

STAGE / EST. DELIVERY

Thesee
Equinix

Aubergenville
PA10 Phase 1
Paris (3 buildings)
Les Ulis
Magny-lesHameaux
Marcoussis
Lisses

6,000
3,969
39,882
100,000 (est)

6 (est)
5 (est)
42.9
130

Completed / Q3 2021
Under Construction / Q2 2022
Under Construction / Q4 2022
In Planning

7,000 (est)

7

Under Construction / Q3 2023

100,000 (est)
106,000

100
148.8

In Planning
In Planning

Digital Realty
Telehouse

DATA4
CloudHQ

